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Abstract: Students have to search the internet each time to know about any news updates like payments, result etc. in the college website. In our project, we will implement E-mail & SMS technology for the fast and reliable procurement of exam result and time-table. Now even after the acknowledgment of exam result by college, the students have to wait for some time to get their result details. We will try to solve this problem through Result Alert System which will use E-mail and SMS to provide exam results to the students. The system is developed so that students do not miss out on any alert and save their valuable time. Every student of the college can register in this system to access this service. The latest news from the college website are sends update to the registered students, only the registered students will receive the notification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now a day, mobile phones and internet are essential factor of our daily life. This reality played a very important role in coming up with and the proposed result alert system. We implemented Email and SMS technology in this proposed project to get exam result quickly and efficiently. The major advantage of this system offers is that students can receive valuable information easily and conveniently. Presently students who written exam need to wait for long time to get their exam results. To solve their problem we are developed the new system with Email and SMS. Education sector is not left out in this growing development. There are a lot of things which we can do with these technologies. The rapid development of mobile phones services like the Short Messaging Service (SMS), Email which are readily available. The availability of such communication mediums are necessary. SMS and Email plays an important role in the implementation of this system. The students must give Email ID and mobile number when they are making registration for the exam. Student result will be sent in email box automatically. This system will send student exam result status as SMS in mobile number. SMS and Email has become important service today due to their usefulness to convey information from one place to another in a very fast and easy way. In this RAS the students can get to know their exam result through SMS and Email quickly.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Content Alert System

This paper is a case study of a semi-automated content alert system implemented at two university libraries. Various mobile services.
Short Message Service(SMS).

It is one of the most popular services widely used all over the world. The project initiated at these libraries were intended to use the SMS service to provide an effective content alert system with very little cost impact on the libraries and at the same time aimed to increases of library resources. The project run into two phases. The first phase a successful content was tried and tested on completion of the project a prototype was developed. In the second phase a similar content alert service was established with a larger user group. The alerts are generated from a number publisher and SMS’s are generated to the patrons. This paper describes in detail the background, details of the project, the methods use find the projects.

B. Campus Announcement

It is an emergency notification system that enables students, parents, members of the faculty and professional staff to receive updates and campus alerts with the help of SMS and email. Campus announcement is a web based emergency notification system that enables college and university administrators to send emergency alert from one easy to use interface. This sophisticated
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technology is part of Campus Announcement’s strategy to enhance emergency campus communications. Ensure every individual receives the same campus alert quickly and effortlessly during an emergency. Requiring no software, hardware, or integration, our unified emergency alert system enables you to communicate with your entire campus community in minutes. Those communication channels most popular in the students. Our goal is to increase safety on colleges and university campuses across the country. SMS text messaging, Email, voice and Desktop alert. This system is very fast. The Campus Announcement emergency notification system recognizes the importance of communicating quickly and effectively. Enjoy unlimited emergency campus alert messaging from the Campus Announcement emergency notification system across these four communication channels. From any location, you can deploy concise, time sensitive messaging that will help contain restore and manage campus safety. In sometimes some students not aware about campus then use this system. Then sent the announcement in the form of SMS and Email. In campus announcement’s quick and reliable emergency notification system will delivery your message. All four channels of communication that resonate your community will relationship with your students and staffs and have a more engaged community.

C. SMS on Web Based

All level of users, including higher education students have a mobile phone as one of their communication device choice. This paper presents the integration of short message service application programming interface in a web based student support service system. This paper explores then adoption of web based SMS system to measure the usability and effectiveness of this broadcast communication option in disseminating information among students and lecturers. University would facilities two-way communication between the students and faculty and other stakeholders. It aims to keep in contact with students and deliver significant information arising from the university using SMS facility offering auto reply feature. Prototype was developed by adopting iterative software development process. Based on the survey, the respondents highly accepted the develop system. The manner of disseminating would become speedy, timely and appropriate. The system in an academic would result to paperless capturing, speedy recording and filling of student record. SMS is a single to single or single to multiple communication. It is a also called as broadcast communication. SMS is a social technology and has become a popular communication utility among as. Text alert system application by utilizing web-based portal and Short Messaging Services (SMS).

D. Parents Alert System

Results of user evaluation on the Parents Alert System is a usefulness. Ease of Use on two groups of participant: who own mobile phone. And the others who do not own mobile phone. Use on the two groups. Option of web based SMS system to measure the usability and effectiveness of this broadcast The wireless technology is the most interesting technology information and communication technology (ICT). Alert system has widely used in many technology. Instant alert for school is an essential tool for notification and communication. Within minutes of an emergency, school officials can use instant. The study aims to design a web-based attendance system to help the teachers and parents to control the students if they absent from the school Parents alert can also be used to notify you of a school closing due to inclement weather. Alert to deliver a single, clear message to the student’s. Parents can log onto their profile at any time to update their contact information. Maintaining the accuracy of their profile will increase the ability of the school to keep you informed. The Parent Alert System (PAS) prototype is introduced to be used by the teachers in high schools. Charging scheme for SMS is out of the study scope. The system covers two main functionalities:

To get the attendance information of the students.

The second one is to send SMS to the parents if their son/daughter is absent to alert them.

The adapted methodology comprises five steps that are:

1) Awareness the problem.
2) Suggestion.
3) Development.
4) Evaluation.
5) Conclusion.

Communication option in disseminating information among students and lecturers.
E. SMS-Based Event Notification System

An SMS gateway allows a computer to send or receive Short Message Service (SMS) transmissions to a form of telecommunication network. Most messages are eventually routed into the mobile phones networks. The new system should alleviate all the drawbacks of the old system and improve. Also, some SMS gateways support scheduling of SMS message to be sent at a later time and date, others do not support it. SMS and Email are easy to convey the message. Students must be reached through an SMS message as well as Email. Their mobile number and Email addresses should retrieved from active directory. Students are not alert about any results then this system are supported. This system will notify about any result or any updates. This study has successfully designed and developed an enterprise class mass SMS mailing system that support multiple users as well as multiple SMS gateways, providing a unified interface. Another major feature provided by the new system is the introduction of SMS message scheduling. Many SMS gateways support media conversion from Email and other formats. This feature makes SMS message scheduling possible across all SMS gateways including those that do not internally support scheduling. It must be possible to determine whether to schedule event hours or days in advance. It is possible to determine whether a notification was received.

III. CONCLUSION

System with Email and SMS is an innovative addition to the education sector. It makes the availability of results and grades-a lot easier and efficient. Also it makes Email and SMS technology relevant in educational sector. The project entitled “Result Alert System” has been completed. The system has been developed with much care that it is free of errors and at the same time it is efficient and less time consuming. The purpose of this project was to send SMS and mail alert to the students. When there is any new update in the college website and also provide facilities for selecting required notification. The designed system maximize the use of admin user module and SMS and Email technology.
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